HEALTH DATA EXCHANGE

This changes everything. ESO Health Data Exchange (HDE) delivers bidirectional, agnostic data sharing between EMS and hospitals. True data interoperability is here.

EXPEDITE EMS REIMBURSEMENT
EMS agencies can use HDE together with ESO Payer Insight and automatically access hospital-gathered insurance for shortened processing time and increased collections. Billing staff can even import hospital demographic data directly into ESO Billing.

BRIDGE THE DATA GAP.
Connect EMS and hospitals via a secure, auditable method of data sharing, bringing EMS data to hospitals and hospital outcomes to EMS.

IMPROVE OUTCOMES.
Enable quality managers to bring together EMS and hospital performance data, making it easier than ever to do system quality improvement — and study the entire care continuum.

FULFILL PRIMARY USE CASES.
Hospital clinicians can view critical EMS data in their EHR, virtually in real time. Plus, HDE gives hospital test results and outcomes back to EMS for quality improvement.

A PROVEN TRACK RECORD.
HDE powers useful data exchange between EMS systems and hospitals on a widespread basis, using a variety of data sources from both sides.

AWARDS & CERTIFICATIONS
HDE meets or exceeds all NEMSIS V3 Receive and Process Data requirements. What’s more, the EMS World Innovation Awards said it provides “the single largest advancement in EMS quality assurance.”

Learn more about HDE at esosolutions.com or call us today at 866-766-9471.